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w i t h Fixed Exit S l i t

H. Dietrich and C. Kunz

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany

t&sted U'ith the '/. 5 Ge7 elsctron acoeierator Dt'^'i uhic:.h ^ar, ur>vj

äs a ^'jnoh"fotTO'fi Light zonroe. '"he pa^ar^t^!'^ r;f the in-^r^r,'- / „ r

ar-e ahosen ',o rnatoh the sourc^f- ehaY-ac'te'fistics at DZ5Y. The exit

beajrt v'.:; foais.iieä on a 3pot of 50 :.rn x 3-JO ,..rr. at the exi i slil

yieläing ab out 10' rr.o'nochromatic photons/3f?-o. at the •inte'>isitii

maximum (100 A). The resolution atiazrißd is aboui bOO -JVCF i h?,

uhoiß 'fange 40 - 35'° 'A. Virtual i'j no '':igher '-.-r-a^'i' a-:iY'"ix\ ihis r-arige. The in^trument ?an bv used uo tz 1000 'A i^ :,

differfint wo de of operatio-i with less ideal performance.



I. INTRODUCTION

Two years ago we published the principle of a new monochromator mounting1

which promised to overcome several of the deficiencies of grazing incidence

vacuum ultraviolet monochromatization2. At that time construction of such

an Instrument with parameters chosen to match the geometry at the DESY

electron Synchrotron3 was begun. In the meantime this Instrument has been

completed and thouroughly tested.

The most common spectrograph mounting in the wavelcngth ränge below 400 A

is the grazing incidence Rowland mountingz. Two major disadvantages of this

mounting are the overlapping of higher arders and the continuous change of

the exit (or entrance) path when the Instrument is operated äs a monochro-

mator . Severe lirnitations arise when iimnovable light sources are used at the

entrance arm and sensitive or heavy components are attached to the exit arm

(e.g. a UHV reflectometer). In any of the classical Rowland mountings either

the source or the detector plus experimental arrangements have to be moved

when scanning the spectrum. Only recently have Codling and Mitchell" over-

come this problem by designing a Rowland spectrograph with rotating mirrors

at the entrance and exit slits and a grating scanning along the Rowland

circle, We shall later compare this Instrument with ours in detail.

The Operation principle of our monochromator is illustrated in Fig. 1. First

consider a fixed wavelength A in Fig. l (a). Parallel light is incident

from the left, on the rnirror M, with a grazing angle $ , and is reflected

to the plane grating G. The grazing angle 4> of the light incident
(j

on the grating is equal to $ so that the A=0 direction is parallel
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to ehe primary direction. Only light emerging from the grating in a

definite fixed direction given by the angle y(and thus of a certain

wavelength X) is accepted by the angle-defining System which consists

of a fixed spherical or paraboloid focusing mirror F and the exit slit S

Change of wavelength is illustrated in Fig. l (b) and (c). The mirror M

moves along the linear path AB and at the same time turns about an axis

o,, in such a way that it always illuminates the grating. Simultaneously,

the grating G turns about the axis u so that it is always parallel to
EJ

the mirror M. The angles $ =$ increase continuously and at the same

time the wavelength X passing through the exit slit increases.

The roain properties of this mounting are:

(1) The exit direction and exit slit are fixed.

(2) The blaze angle of the grating can be chosen to be half the angle y

so that the grating will operate for all wavelengths in the blaze

maximum

(3) Use is made o£ the fact that there is a minimum wavelength reflected

by a surface, depending an the angle of incidence on the surface.

The parameters of the monochromator can be chosen to suppress higher-

order reflections from the grating over a wide ränge.

(4) The energy resolution for a fixed exit slit is nearly proportional

to the photon energy which results in constant resolving power.



The use of such a spectrograph is not limlted to Synchrotron radiation

sources. Any distant source like astronomi cal ohjects in space physics

could be anaiyzcd with an Instrument of this type. With anothcr concave

mirror in front of the present pre-mirror this raounting could also bo

converted into a monochromator with an incorporated entrance slit.

We shall give a detailed discussion of the paramcters of the Instrument in

Section 2. Section 3 contains a description of the mechanical s o t-up while

Section 4 is concerned with the alignmcnt and calibration of the mono-

chromator . Tests and spectra obtaincd with Synchrotron radi ation are dis-

cussed in Section 5. Finally in Section 6 we compare this Instrument with

others available for this spectral ränge.
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II. THE PARAMETERS OF THE DESY MONOCHROMATOR

Properties of the Synchrotron source

In order to understand the performance of the monochromator better a short

description of the properties of Synchrotron radiation at DESY is given3.

The source is the electron beam in one bending magnet (radius 31.7 m)of

the accelerator. The beam dimensions depend on the maximum energy of the

ac.celerator and its mode of Operation, typical values being 10 mm in the

horizontal (radial) and 2 mm in the vertical direction.

Radiation is eraitted in the instantaneous direction of flight of the elec-

trons with a small angular width. For 6 GeV maximum energy and 100 A wave-

length the light beam has a vertical extension of "̂ 5 cm at a distance of

40 m at the experimental area. The horizontal extension is only given by

the width of the vacuum pipe guiding the beam since electrons radiate in

a magnet at any point of their curved path.

The spectrum i s continuous in wavelength and extends from the visible down

to the X-ray ränge. The radiation is highly polarized; polarization is

100 % for radiation emitted directly in the plane of the Synchrotron with

the electrical vector lying horizontally. Typically about 1011 photons are

emitted at about 100 A wavelength into a l A interval per cm- beam cross

section at the experimental site.
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Dispersion, resolving power

in order to avoid the low reflectivities for p polarized light the mirror M

and the grating G in Fig. ] have to be arranged in such a way that the light

is reflected and dispersed on a vertical plane. These reflectionsshould in-

crease the high degree of polarization of the Synchrotron light to almost

100 %.

The wavelength A äs a function of $,, is given by
Lr

X = D (cos*„ - cos($ + Y)) (O
(j VT

l
~ DY(sin$ + ~?r Ycosty )

G z G

where ü is the grating constant. The parameters $ and Y are explained in

Fig. 1. The wavelength resolution AA is given by:

A> - (. -; + y DY COS* ) (2)

with A't1 being the angular resolution.

In actual cases the second term on the right side is negligible for all but

Ute shortest wavelengths. If we neglect this term and substitute AE the

energy resolution, a quantity, which is of more interest than AX for solid

s Late physics, we obtain:

¥ • ?

where E is the photon energy. As an example we take A$=5-]0~5 rad,

,--0.0.5 rad, E=100 eV and obtain AE=0. l eV. This gives a resolving power

AE/E=1:10OO.



Suppression of higher orders

The minimum wavelength \ reflected by a grating or a mirror is given in

rough approximation by

A.C = A sin(*_+ß) = A (sin*„+ßcos<1> ) (i;
0 V3 O VJ (_J

where ß(=y/2 in our case) is the blaze angle of the grating. A is a con-

stant for which we took the value A - 300 &. This value was obtained fror-,
o

the experiences with a Rowland monochromator5 operated with gold coaLecl

gratings under different angles of incidence. Higher order contaminati~n r.

the light at wavelength A is absent if the relation

A/2 < X < A -'5 1
c

holds. In actual cases this cutoff A is not sharp äs exemplified for Pt

in Fig. 2. The optical constants on which these calculations are based wer.

taken from Roemerl;,

By comparing Eq. (1) to Eq. (4) it becomes clear that a good r.hoicc of

the parameters is achieved when DY - 1.5 A - 450 A. Then suppression •.: l
o

the higher orders should result. We chose the minimum wavelength o!" u:-.-.

instrument t o be 40 A in order t o cover the ränge down to the carbon K o i:,

at 44 A,Then through Eq. (4) the minimum grazing angle of incidence i s

$ ^ 4°. This fixes the ratio a:AB (Fig. 1). We chose AR - 240 ir.m and
(j

a = 30 mm. Since y = 2ß influences the cutoff of the grating (Eq. 4),

Y has to be smaller than 4°. On the other hand Y should not be too snia l L

because stray light faecomes stronger in the vicinity of the X=0 directior\

Especially the focusing mirror F should not be hit by the direct image. '--."



chuse a plane grating (Bausch and Lomb) with 1200 lines/mm and a blaze of

l . :j<3 (y = 3°). The grazing angle of Incidence to the focusing mirror F was

f i xed at 0.1 rad <>5.7°). With these parameters the monochromator covers

l he ränge 40 to 350 Ä. At 350 £ *„ is 50°.
Lr

ii only the grating be rotated wavelengths above 350 A can be scanned. The

mechanism was planned in such a way that the coupled motion could be stopped

at any position and the grating could scan alone. At £ = 45 :1> needs only

Lo change by 3̂ degrees in order to cover the wavelength ränge up to 1000 A.

Double grating Monochromator

Anutbor version öl the monochromator results when the mirror M in Fig. l is

replaced by aiiother grating. Fig. 3 shows the principle of this mounting. The

LWU gratings G and G„ must be identical and have to be irradiated with the

sa nie entrance angle* The wavelength selected emerges parallel to the entrance

di r er1, t i on. Theref ore the angle defining system ha s to be rearranged. When a

tue a l mirror F with altered focal length is installed at point P„ (instead

ot point P.) the exit slit and exit direction can be the same äs before.

Equation (l) i s again valid but the wavelength ränge covered is slightly

. The right hand side of Eq. (2) has to be multiplied by

sinO
l + G

sin ($ +v)
G

which gives an improvement in resolution by a factor of approximately l /2

for angies of incidence •!> which are not too small. The main advantage is

t.hf: lower background of straylight in this mode o t Operation. Up to now we

have not tried this version.



Optical e lernen t s

Table l gives a survey on the properties of the optica.1 componcnts . We tried

both a spherical and a paraboloid focusing mirror. The spherical mirror had a

radius R=20 m. In this case a line focus of about 20 nun Icngth is obtained.

The imaging error causes a width G of the focus of

3 w2
a = j Y- (7)

where 2w is the illuminated length of the mirror. In case of a 7 irjn high

bündle we get o = 100 ym which by itself would restrict the angular raso-

lution to A$ = 10-ii rad.

We were able to obtain a high quality paraboloid mirror with the parame.ters

given in Table K This mirror was ground from glass and tested interf erometri-

cally by the manufacturer. It gives a stigmatic image of the source and al-

most permits obtainment of the theoretical resolution even with a wide bündle

under favourable circumstances .

Since the distance of the source from the monochromator is g = 40 motcrs

and since the grating can then not be considered to act äs a simple mirror

the image formcd by the paraboloid mirror F is situated not a t; the distance

f for parallel light (£ = l meter) but at f + Af with

(8)

'o sin2(*G+y)

The vertical size of the iraage is

v = v -i- • -. . (9)
o g

O
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while ehe horizontal width, which has no influence on the resolution, is

] = l • f/e ~ 250 m with v and l beins the vertical and horizontal sizes
o &o o o

of the beam in the Synchrotron and v and l the equivalent sizes of the image,

The sine factor can easily be derived with the help of the grating equation.

(In the case of the double grating monochromator the sine factors have to be

squared.) Äf varies between 0.8 cm and 2.5 cm, v between 30 um and 50 i,m

(for v % 2 mm). We have therefore supported the exit slit on a sied which

allows for the adjustment of its distance from the mirror F by - 30 mm

for optimum perfonnance.



III. MECHANTCAL DETAILS

General ]ayout

Figure 4 is a schomat in diagram of thc complete Instrument including vacuum

charaber and Supports. The minochromator i t seif o.ons i sts of two separate vacuum

housir.gs, onr- hoids t h n nirrors and ehe grating (unit I) and the other the

ex i t s I i t assembly (unit IT). Since aiiy moticm o r Vibration of these units is

adverse t:hey are decoupled iroin the vacuum housing by sof t bei lows (B) and

thc Slipports are ti.ghtrly screwed to the floor. An isolated separate foundation

would have been prcferabln sinco i r. turncd out t ha t the v i brations transmitted

by our laboratory fToor aro 6ti 11 of considerable influcncc.

Unit T is k ineratical ly supported. All the motors driving the adjustable and

pr-nnnin;', pari: s -^r^ i^cc rpcrated into t h i s uni t. Tho whole unit can, therefore,

be iii ted out and put back repruducibly in an easy lashion. The top part of

the vacuum re,':ipiont can De hydrau i i cal l y l i f tc-d pprni tting easy access f rom

all -3 i des, The pumpinp systen consists of cme 250 l/s turbo-inulecular pump (TMP)

and two 230 l /s ion-getiter pü;;ips GP. Tiie end varirim wb i ch was obtained routinely

is 2'10~' torr.

Two jd ! -is tabi o apertures A and A,, limit thü size (>)" the beam (hori zontally

20 mm, vcrtically 0-10 mm), They are ironitored, likc most of the adjustable

p .-i r t: ̂  b^' potent ioir.titer s and odjusted uncior operat i.onal ccndi t i ons by small

uiRroasüd upo\ insulated inotors (MautheJ. Figure 5 i s a photograph of the

Instrument wirb rtu- cover n!~ thc lar^e vacuum tank liftcd and unit T exposed.
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The angular coupling mechanism

The coupling mechanism by which the motion of mirror M and grating G outlined

in Fig. ! is achieved deter:nines thc quality of the Instrument. The prinr.iple

of this mechanism is shown in Fig. 6. The direction of the bean reflected by

mirror M ontu the center of the grating G is. substaiitiated by the ar~\S which

i s rotating around the grating axis aG and rolling on a bearing which is

sitiing on the pre-rrtirror axis aM. Two rhombusses serve to divide its angular

motion by L wo. The arm b of the pre-mirror rhombus and the arm c of thc grati.ng

rhombus arc always parallel to GS. If the arms a and d are kept in fixed

direc t ions the sliding diagonale rotate pre-mirror and grating äs desired.

Arm a can bc adjusted slightly to bring the mirror into the correct initial

pos i t. i o n. AI l arms of t ho rhombusses are specified to be equal in l eng L h

( l ÜU m::i) i o wi L h in a f ew nncrons. The joints are equipped with paired high

precision ball-bearings to eliminate play (RMH). The sliding surfaces of

parLsGS, i and o aro lapped with an accuracy of l - 2 jm. As almost all parts

of the wholc Instrument these parts are made of stainless steel.

ir'or the sccoiid type (uncoupled) scanning mode the coupled motion is stopped

at any position, thcri arm d is rotatcd by a potcntiomcter controllcd pre-

c: i siun scrow. The posit ion where the grating i s parallel to the pre-mirror

can again be precisely rcstored and the coupled motion can continue.

Dr i vc mechani sm, special fea tures

t"i riire / shows a more detailed diagram of the spectrograph. The sied (SU

whii-Ji i i i i i d s tho pre-mirror M movt?s along two stainless steel ruds (R) (30 nmi

Lhlck, 380 mm long), which are ground with an accuracy of 2 :.m. The sied

slides on tellon pier.es whir.h are capsuled in metal to avoid flowing and



thus continuous raisalignmcnt. Tef]on was superior f o several otner bear ing

materials which we tried. The s led and, seeondarily, the whole uuupled

rnotion i s driven by a preci sion screw AS (Transroi) which has a nut ho lding

planet screws. The nut is divided Lor adjustins thc hnck lash. The lincarity

error of this screw is smaller than 10 . m. The .screw L s couplt'd t o a 40

turnü precision potentiometer P! (Litton). This, tojzethcr with tho screw,

is driven by a speed regulated motor 10 - 3000 rpm (Motoniat ic) resulting in

scanning at a speed of 0.03 - l eV/sec. Pv.Lent i r~"tcr, r^ter (''T) arid gear

(GT) are capsuled togeLlier in a conLair.er which noldr- ntr^osphr-r i c prossure.



IV. ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE AND CALIBRATION

The alignment has three Steps. First the axis of rotation of the pre-inirror

is aligned parallel to the axis of rotation of the grating. Then the direction

of Synchrotron light is simulated by a laser beam to align pre-mirror and

grating in the beam and pre-align the focusing mirror and exit sl.it. Finally,

with Synchrotron light, the parabolic focusing rairror and the position of the

cxit slit are adjusted for optimum resolution.

Pre-mirror and grating

The alignmeht of pre-mirror and grating is achieved by using an auto-colli-

mating telescope and an auxiliary vertical plane rairror behind the grating which

serves to reflect the light beam back into itself. At the same time the auto~

collimating telescope permits looking past the pre-mirror and the grating

directly into this mirror. The horizontal displacement of these two images

at difierent positions of the scanning drive serves to adjust the pre—mirror

axis parallel to the grating axis with the help of the adjustable teflon

bearings of the sied.

The vertical displacement of the two images serves to make $ and 4> of

Fig. l equal. With the auto-collimating telescope this adjustment was checked

over the whole ränge of the coupled scanning motion with a sensitivity of l0~ '

rad. The resulting measured deviation (̂ "̂ 'v,) is plotted in Fig. 8. It turns
0 M

out that this deviation is rauch larger than expected from the mcchanical

tolerances given to the manufacturers of the parts which determine the angular

division. Yet this curve was found to be reproducible within 2-10 : over a

period o r 1/2 year when scanning in the same direction. Tt is not clcar from

such a curvo which part of the coupling mechanism introduces the main error.
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Nevcrtheless it can be shown that this curvc allows, with a sufficient

accuracy, for the correction of the wavelength derived from an idealized

motion of the scanning mechanism.

Focusing Mirror

AI l the alignments with the laser beatn replacing the Synchrotron light are

straight forward. After that the most tedious part of the whole alignment

is the optimization of the paraboloid mirror and cxit slit. First the grating

is rotated out of the parallel position by an angle y/2 until the zero order

light passes through the exit slit. Using wide bündless an exit slit of only

10 „m and a reduction of the source size to ""0.5 mm by a spccial slit in the

beam pipe near the Synchrotron maximum sens i tivi ty to defocusing i s acbieved.

The angle of incidence onto the paraboloid mirror, the rotation around the

surface normal of this mirror and the position of the exit slit are adjusted

for Optimum width üf the direct image. This width is measured by rotating

the grating. It turned out that vibrations in the laboratory were a serious

problern. All the. turbo-mulecular pumps had to be turned off and the vacuum

was only maintained by ion getter pumps for obtaining an optimum width of

the direct image. The smallest width achieved in this way was 30 j:m,

Calibration

The wavelength i s dctermined through equation l with

XAS~X
<t< = 45° - 1/2 arctg (— ) (10)
<j a

together with the corrections shown in Fig. 8. The parameter a is indicated

in Fig. l and x is the position co-ordinate of the sied measured along AB
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while x is ehe value of this co-ordinate when •!> = 45°. The three para-
45 ^

metcrs which have to bc determined are y» a and x^ .

The following positions of edges or l ines served to calibrnte these para-

meters:Ar 50.72 S, Kr 135.88 & l 0.10, Xc 190,41 X L 0.10, Ne 272.10 R

i 0.05 S, AI 170.49 _ 0.05 R, (Mg 250.02, NaCl 61.42).

The Optimum values for the three untenown Parameters uerc calculatod by an

iteratiag Computer program which minimales the mean. square deviatiors,

For good values of thcse pararaeters a minimum of five well distribuLsd

calibraticn points are necessary.
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V. PERFORMANCE

Intensity, suppression of higher ordere, stray light

Figure 9 shows the spectrum obtained with an open photomultiplier (Bendix 306)

when the light hits the W-cathode at a grazing angle of "-20° (solid line).

From the statistical fluctuations the number of pul ses at the maximam at

•"u 100 A was estimated to be ^10b. This has to be multiplied by the unknown

efficiency of the W-cathode in order to obtain the number of photons/sec

through a 40 -.;ra slit, The number of photons which would pass the monochroma-

tor in case it had 100 % transparency is given in Table 2.

The steep decrease in reflectivity below 100 A seeins to be explainable by the

reduction of reflectivity of the uncoated paraboloidal mirror in this ränge.

Also the reduction of the size of the bündle comes into play. At 44 A a dip

is observed which was growing with time, obviously because of growing carbon

c on t am i na t ions on the reflecting surf aces . The reduction of intensity l" o r

wavelengths above 100 A is certainly due to the lower reflcctivities äs

exemplilied by Fig. 2 for Pt, Other coating materials might yield sonie improve-

ment in this ränge.

A good way existt; to check whether Lhe parametera (> and gratiiig constant D)

were chosen properly when this s.pectrograph was. designed. The gratiug could be

rotated alone at any position öl the pre-mirror thus yielding the dashed curves

in Fig, 9, These curves in their low wavelength ränge resemble quite well the

theoretical reflectivity curves of Fig. 2. In order to scan the wavelengths

this way it was only necessary to rotate the grating by -1.5°. Thercfore, these

curves of Fig. 9 should be cotnparable to those of Fig. 2. They are, however,
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modified by the blaze of the grating. These curves indicate that the higher

order radiation should be effectively suppressed; the amount of stray light

can be estimated from the low wavelength tail of these curves. Tests with

materials showing sharp structures did not show the slightest indication of

higher orders.

Non-parallel mode

We also tried another way of operating the System by first rotating the

grating by .57° away from the parallel position and then continuing with

the coupled motion and a new y=4.14°. The spectral ränge covered is then

60-470 A. Since we have a smaller grazing angle than before for a given

wavelength the reflectivity above 200 A is now considerably increased. Though

suppression of higher orders might no longer be perfect over the whole

ränge, tests with NaCl did not show the second order of 60 A at the 120 A

position and likewise a test with AI did not show the second order of

170 A at the 340 & position. The structures of NaCl at 4̂00 S indicate

a stray light background of several percent which is higher than at shorter

wavelengths. This and other possible modifications have to be investigated

in more detail in the future.

Resolution

The resolution in the y=3° mode was tested, not only through the width of

the direct image äs inentioned in Section 4, but also using sharp structures

in the spectra of gase s and solids äs exemplif ied in Table 3. These, val ues

are lower limits to the resolution since part of the width will be due to

the physical nature of these structures. At the beginning of the tests a



spherical focusing mirror was used which,, with proper reduction of the bündle

cross section, yielded comparable results.

Finally we sbow an original spectrum of NaCl in Fig. 10 at the onset of

Cl L absorption. This spectrmn is in good agreement with measurements

of Sagawa et al.' . Also part of recently published Argon spectra3 were ob-

tained using this spectrograph.
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VI. COMPAR1SON WITH OTHER INSTRUMENTS

Miyake et al.1-5 have published the design consideratlons for a similar but

much simpler Instrument which corresponds roughly to our Instrument

with the pre-mirror at two different fixed positions and the grating scanning

alone. They hope to become free of higher orders in the ränge 50 - 100 A and

100 to 200 A by proper choicc of these two positions. We feel that both our

calculations showii i n Fig. 2 and our eurves shown in Fig. 9 demonstrate that

this hope for a sharp cutoff wavelength is too optimistic.

When cornparing our Instrument with the Rowland type monochromator built by

Codling et^ a l.!' we would like to mention the following points:

Both instruments have fixed entrance and exit directions. Their Instrument

does not; reduce higher order contributions, on the cuntrary the Variation of

the angle of incidence onto the grating rathcr enhances the higher orders.

Fürther advantages of our instrument are an almost point-like focus (300 „m

x 50 ..m) and Operation in the blaze maximum. On the other hand the Rowland

Instrument is capable af operating with different gratings and can achieve

a higher rcsolution in the long wavelength ränge. This is the main advantage

of any Rowland mounting over our mounting. We believe., though, that the

resolution, which we are able to obtain is sufficient for most solid state

problcms.
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Table I: Spect fications uL Lhe optical. components

pre-

mirror

grating

description

flat

1200 l ines/mm
flat
l .5° blaze

sphcre
R=2ü m

paraboloid

f=! m
grazing
angJe 5.7°

optical
size (nmi)

30x30

30x30

100x20

100x20

surface
accuracy

/10-X/30

/20-V30

wavefront
error

roughncss

< 30 S

surtace l manu i" ac t u r o

plat inu~:

goid



T ab Ie_ 2: Number of photons which would be available at a 40 ,..

exit slit under the assumption of 100% transmissivity

of the spectrograph. The parameters werc: 7.3 GeV energy

and 10 raA current in the Synchrotron and the effect of

a rotating shutter which cuts out every second pulse of

the Synchrotron.
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Table 3: Tests of the resolving power

material

Ar

NaCl

AI

Xe

A (Ä) width

50.72 0.12

61 .42 0.18

170.49 0.44

185.47 0.61

:-/A'

410

340

390

300



F i gure Cap i tons

Fig. l Principle of Operation of the monochromator. Plane pre-mirror M,

plane grating G and focusing mirror F in three stages (a), (b)

and (c) of the coupled motion. Parallel, polychromatic Synchro-

tron radiation is incident from the left, monochromatic radiation

is emerging from the exit slit.

Fig. 2 Reflectivity R for s-polarized radiation of a Pt covered mirror

for different grazing angles of incidence $ calculated from
G

optical constants according to Ref. 6.

Fig. 3 Two grating Version of the monochromator. Mirror M in Fig. l is

replaced here by a grating G . Instead of having the focusing

mirror at point P. one could place an appropriate one now at

point P„.

Fig. 4 Semi-schematic layout of the monochromator. Units I and II are

vibrationally isolated from the vacuum housing. They si t on

separate Supports and are decoupled by soft bellows B.

A ,A„ = beara apertures, M = pre-mirror, G = grating, S = exit

slit, Fi = thin film filters, MP = open photomultiplier, GP and

TMP = purnping System.

Fig. 5 Photography of the instrument with unit I exposed. A laser L

to the left simulates the incoming Synchrotron radiation. Pre-

mirror M, grating G and the support of the focusing mirror F

can be recogniaed.



Fig. 6 The coupling mechanism consisting of two angular divides: "pre-

mirror rhornbus" and "grating rhombus" and the linking arm GS.

Fig. 7 Unit I in detail with the driving mechanism for the coupled

motion: a high precision screw AS and the sealed motor MT and

Potentiometer P., The alternative motion, a rotation of the

grating only,is driven by the motor GH and monitored by P„.

Fig. 8 Measured error curve used to correct for the imperfections of the

coupling mechanism.

Fig. 9 Measured spectrum without any filters. Füll line: coupled mode,

broken lines: obtained by stopping the coupled mode at the en-

circled positions and scanning by rotation of only the grating.

Fig. 10 Transmisivity o t" an evaporated film o£ NaCl at the L edges

of Cl~. Compare with Ref. 7.
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